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CLEX PRIME

Since 1996 Uhlmann & Zacher has been an established force on the market for electronic locking systems.
With numerous patent-protected new product developments and system extensions U&Z sets new standards 
in the field of locking systems on a transponder basis.  
The company already focuses during the development process on open and integrable solutions.

The Clex prime system

The Clex prime locking system is an electronic locking 

system to secure a wide variety of object types. It 

fulfills the requirements of office, industrial and admi-

nistrative buildings as well as public buildings such as 

hospitals, universities or airports. Even the complex 

requirements of hotels and leisure facilities can be ful-

filled through special system properties. 

An electronic locking system allows access to a build-

ing to be organized with regard to time and location. 

Mechanical locking systems quickly reach their limits 

because lost keys represent a huge security risk. The 

mechanical locking system is replaced by an electro-

nic locking system which is easy to manage. 

 

Whether as an offline system or wireless network con-

trolled via access points, whether passive transpon-

ders or active function transponders with numerous 

service functions: the possibilities are nearly unlimited. 

 

In two expansion stages, locking systems can be es-

tablished with up to 60,000 keys. In a locking system 

up to 60,000 cylinders can be used.
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Allocation of authorizations

Locking group

The affiliation of the key to one or more locking groups 

(maximum of 296) is written onto the key during pro-

gramming. These can be randomly combined for any 

key and for any door. In addition 5,000 extra groups 

can be used optionally.

Individual lock key

Up to 16 individual locks for individual doors can be 

added to the key.

Individual lock door

The authorized keys can also be stored in the memo- 

ry of the electronic locking unit in the door. In this 

case transfer of the keys is effected for online systems  

directly via the network and for offline systems by  

means of the service device, ClexTouch or via wire- 

less access points at the locking unit.

Time profile

Each key can receive an individual time profile.

Time switches

Each door can run up to 20 different time windows for 

permanent authorizations.

Automatic expiration date

In addition to the time profile, each key can be equip-

ped with a 24-hour expiration date, the key owner 

can update the authorization in the programming ter-

minal.

Key programming Continuously open from 8am to 5pm
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Electronic knob cylinder

The electronic knob cylinder convinces with its modular design. This allows individual components 
(cylinder housing, knobs) to be replaced flexibly and the module to be adapted correspondingly 
for the respective installation situation and the individual requirements.  

Our locking units

CX6122  
Electronic  

knob cylinder

CX6124  
Electronic  

double knob cylinder

CX6126  
Electronic  

half cylinder
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Electronic door handle / electronic door fitting

Thanks to the wide range of variants the electronic door handle and the electronic door fitting can 
be used in all common doors such as wood, steel or aluminum as well as narrow frame doors with a 
backset of 20 mm or more. The entire electronics, mechanics, LED signaling as well as the power 
supply are located completely in the compact space of the door handle. 

Our locking units

CX6174  
Electronic door fitting with one-sided electronic 
authorization in the variants narrow plate, 
short plate and wide plate

CX6172  
Electronic door handle with one-sided electronic  
authorization in the variant as a round or oval rosette
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Verifiable management

Modification of the programming, reading of the 

events and firmware updates are processed very con-

veniently through the ClexTouch software for tablet 

PCs or the service device via radio. Its self-explanatory 

user guidance ensures easy data exchange between 

the management software Keyvi and the locking units.

All locking system products excel through

• Self-explanatory usage

• Easy mounting and

• Verifiable management.

Clear focus on user orientation – state-of-the-art  

locking algorithms for highly secure data exchange in 

the background.

Self-explanatory usage

Design with added value: Not only do the compo-

nents look good – they also adapt to the architectural 

image of their surroundings. Successful authorizations 

are displayed clearly with green LEDs. Grip recesses 

ensure the required grip.

The requirements placed on a modern electronic locking system are manifold and high. To implement 

these requirements as reliable, practicable product solutions, all Clex prime system components are 

developed in accordance with the following principles: Clarity, flexibility and openness.

Clarity

Clear signaling thanks to LEDs Grip recesses for better grip

Development principles
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Clarity

Easy mounting
Mounting of the cylinders (CX6122) is clear-cut and easy – no special tools or cabling. The desired electro-
nic lock cylinder is realized by simply inserting the components. Removing the old mechanical cylinder and 
installing the new electronic cylinder can be carried out in just a few minutes.
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Flexibility

+ Furniture lock adapter 
= CX6190

+ Cylinder 
+  Mechanical knob 
=  CX6122

+ Cylinder 
+  Knob module
=  CX6124

+ Half cylinder 
=  CX6126

Knob module 
CX6120

When existing buildings are converted step-by-step to a modern, electronic locking system, installation of the locking 
components should be customized to the progress of the modernization work. The modularly structured locking  
system Clex prime allows for maximum flexibility.

Knob module

The programmed knob module CX6120 can be 

combined modularly: Depending on which compo-

nents are inserted, the knob module becomes a fur-

niture lock, half cylinder, or a double knob cylinder. 

If mechanical knobs are initially desired on the other 

side of the door in the object, these can also be re- 

placed subsequently by electronic knob modules. This 

way a CX6122 in no time becomes a double knob 

cylinder with two-sided authorization: the CX6124. 

Wall reader

With the integrated relay the wall reader switches the 

non-security park barrier or gateway. Through connec-

tion to the online service it becomes an online reader. 

Where higher security is required, the wall reader can 

be connected with the security relay module. If, for 

example, you require several exits for a lift controller, 

Clex prime is flexible here as well: one or more remote 

modules are simply connected with up to 128 relays.  

Wireless network

All components of the Clex prime system (such 

as cylinders, wall readers, door fittings) are pre-

pared for the wireless network (Clex Radio Net).  

If an online connection is required, the access points 

simply have to be placed within the wireless range,

in order to come into contact 

with the components via the 

Keyvi management software.
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A modern locking system management should be 
open for small and large objects and in a figurative 
sense should not lock off to the outside. The locking 
management software Keyvi enables the management 
of small projects up to complex locking systems with 
distributed locations via an SQL Server connection.

Transponder

The Clex prime system is open for all common trans-

ponder technologies. The passive transponder types 

MIFARE® DESFire® and LEGIC® advant are recom-

mended as the current transmission technology. Older 

passive transponders such as EM, HITAG, MIFARE 

Classic® and LEGIC® prime are supported. The use 

of active wireless transponders with 868 MHz is also 

possible. 

Interfaces

The Clex prime system offers interfaces on all techni-

cal levels. The connection for external systems such as 

time recording, burglar alarm systems, access controls 

and GLT systems is possible on a data and transpon-

der level. 

With Clex prime, interested partners can use a de-

veloper package to perform all functions of the Clex 

prime system in the background via the XML interface, 

such as, "Create new door" and control them with 

their own software. Furthermore transponders can also 

be updated and validated from an external system. 

Available personal data can be synchronized via 

CSV files. 

Equipped for outdoor use

Opening with an active transponder

On an electrical level nearly all components of the 

Clex prime system (such as cylinders, wall readers, 

door fittings) can be operated by remote control by 

switching an input or by sending a specific command 

on the RS485 bus at the radio switch module.

Openness
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In deployment

Our product developments have produced numerous patents. In its own way each product is unique and 

was designed for specific application fields. The combined usage of different products allows for individual 

lock system solutions that cover any requirement in the object.

Within the Clex prime product family all lock units can be combined with each other. All lock cylinders can 

also be installed without mounting holes in traditional profile cylinder locks and by default are prepared for 

wireless networking via 868 MHz. Alternatively, selected products are also available with Bluetooth® Low 

Energy which can be used uniformly worldwide.

The knob module CX6120 can be used flexibly by combining it with the different individual components from the 

Clex prime family. In combination with the half cylinder it can be installed in garage doors or padlocks. Placed 

on the furniture lock adapter, the knob module CX6120 becomes an electronic furniture lock. If you replace the 

CX6120 with the CX6120 IP66 suitable for outdoor usage, there are no limits to use in outdoor areas.

Thanks to its drilling and target protection the security 

cylinder CX6182 makes a forced breaking-in nearly 

impossible - ideal for building entrance doors.

The knob module as CX6122 AP (anti-panic variant) 

automatically rotates the closing lug after actuation 

into the specified six o’clock position by means of the 

installed mechanism – as is required for some locks in 

emergency exit doors.
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The wall reader CX6134 resists strong weather  

effects and is thus particularly suitable for usage in 

unprotected outside areas.

With the compact knob cylinder CX6162 all items 

relevant to security, such as motor, gear and coupling 

are located in the protected area in the cylinder  

adapter.

Whether doors in the inside area or floor and connection doors – the electronic door handle and 

the electronic door fitting can be mounted to nearly all standard doors and control access there 

electronically. Through different variants the product series offers nearly limitless possibilities. 

Further system components complete the offer to fully equip objects with an electronic lock system.

You connect the function of the door fitting with the advantages of the Clex prime lock system: the electronic 

door handle CX6172 and the electronic door fitting CX6174. With its different variants it allows usage in all 

suitable doors such as wood, steel or aluminum as well as narrow frame doors with a backset of 20 mm or more. 

The entire electronics, mechanics, LED signaling as well as the power supply are located completely in the compact 

space of the door handle. Installation in the door is possible without cabling or special tools. Different handles can 

be used to adapt the electronic door handle and fitting to the aesthetics of the architecture.
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The electronic furniture lock CX6190 consists of 

a knob module and an adapter. Mounting on, 

for example, filing cabinets and lockers is simple 

and does not differ from the mounting of mecha-

nical furniture locks. The product is particularly  

suitable for bolt locks and rod locks. 

The ClexTouch software is specifically geared  

towards Windows handheld computers with touch 

function and offers several function features. Through 

the connection to the Keyvi database, ClexTouch is an 

effective configuration platform. 

The door fitting with short plate CX6174 is suitable in 

particular for usage in fire protection and smoke pro-

tection doors and can be mounted in connection with 

the correspondingly certified lock in the emergency 

exit locks in accordance with EN 179. 

Universally usable in cabinets and lockers thanks to 

the integrated standard lever lock – this is the electro-

nic cabinet lock CX6192. Easy mounting guaranteed.
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Operating principle

System overview Clex prime

Offl ine

Online SQL Server

Access control / 
time recording

Automatic transponder
programming trough

time recording terminal

Automatic
programming terminal

Keyvi 
Interface as Service

Autho-
rization

Locking
data

Card
data

ClexTouch software

Wall mounted reader

Cylinder of� ine

Double knob cylinder

IDS module
Cylinder of� ine

Knob cylinder

Electronic door handle of� ine

Electronic door handle

Keyvi

Cylinder of� ine

Compact knob cylinder

Radio connection Bluetooth® Low Energy

Accesspoint LAN

Cable connection (LAN, RS485, USB etc.) Of� ine (cable-free) Online (cable-free)

RS
48

5

Wall mounted reader of� ine

Wall mounted reader online

Wall mounted reader online

Transponder programmingUSB

LAN / VPN

LAN / VPN Keyvi
online service

RS485 / LAN

LAN / RS485

RS485 / LAN / LAN PoE

Electronic door handle of� ine



CLEX PRIME MOBILE

The Clex prime locking system is an electronic locking 

system to secure a wide variety of object types. With 

the new extension Clex prime mobile users can now 

also open and close their electronic locking units 

(electronic door handles, electronic lock cylinders) via  

mobile devices.

In the process the smartphone communicates with the 

locking units via Bluetooth® Low Energy. Opening 

and closing is also possible in parallel via RFID trans-

ponders. With Clex prime mobile up to 60,000  

locking units can be opened easily with the smart-

phone in different object types.

Mobile, flexible, secure:
Access via smartphone

CLEX PRIME MOBILE
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Bluetooth® Low Energy

Electronic cylinder Electronic door handle

(Smartphone service app as 
alternative being developed)

Managing the locks

Opening & closing of the locks with the smartphone  
and/or transponder

Clex Key app
RFID transponder

Operating principle

ClexTouch

Keyvi3

Clex Key 
Hub

U&Z Cloud Service

Wall reader
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High security standards

To ensure the security requirements, invitations are sent 

in two ways. Only once both invitation parts are con-

firmed, can the keys be used to open locking units via 

smartphone.

Clex Key Hub

The Clex Key Hub is used as an interface between  

the Keyvi management software and the Clex Key 

app. The authorization data are saved in a security 

database. The Clex Key app receives regular updates 

from the Clex Key Hub on the status of the mobile 

key‘s permissions.

Simple management

With the Keyvi management software Clex prime  

locking units can be managed conveniently from a 

PC or laptop.

Clex Key app

Thanks to the Clex Key app access rights can be  

flexibly managed on the smartphone. The smartphone 

is used as a door opener and can be used as replace- 

ment or supplement to traditional RFID transponders.

Mobile access made easy:
Our system speaks for itself

Clex Key 
Hub
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The Keyvi management software for the Clex pri-

me system enables the electronic locking system to 

be managed centrally and conveniently from a PC or 

laptop. Even complex locking programs can be easily 

created, monitored and maintained with the software. 

The Keyvi software ensures the data retention, de- 

Managing the locking units

pending on the size of the system either as a sing-

le-user solution with an MS-Access compatible data-

base, or for multi-user systems in an MS-SQL databa-

se. An MS-SQL database is always required to use the 

Clex prime mobile functions.

With the Clex Key app the electronic locking units 

can be opened and closed with the smartphone. 

The smartphone does not have to be connected to 

the Internet at the time of opening. Therefore it is also 

easily possible to open remote doors in underground 

car parks or basements. This is possible both with the 

smartphone and in parallel with RFID transponders.

Opening and closing with the smartphone

Download apps here:
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Assigning mobile access

Bluetooth® Low Energy

Electronic  
door handle

Initialize  
lock

Use  
smartphone

Clex Key app

Electronic  
cylinder

1

Keyvi management software

3

Clex Key Hub

Clex Key Hub enables the allocation of authori-

zations. 

1 3

2

Keyvi management software 

 

Electronic locking units can be managed con-

veniently from a PC or laptop by means of the 

Keyvi management software.

Clex Keyp app 

 

Electronic locking units can be opened or closed 

with the smartphone by means of the app.

Clex Key 
Hub

U&Z Cloud Service

2

Authorization/ 
Phone number

Authorization/ 
Verification code

E-mail invitation via customer mail server (SMTP)
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